Dear photographers,
We offer you a commercial application for your shots through international agency allphoto.
What can we offer?
Image bank allphoto was founded in 1992 and during its existence has gained a reputation not only
in the Czech and Slovak market, where it represents many international stock libraries, but also its
foreign partners worldwide. In the case of the establishment of cooperation we guarantee
completely earnest. With every photographer we conclude license agreement. You receive a
quarterly statement. We arrange commercial use your images around the world

What collaborations do you get?
When you become our supplier get share of collected revenues. Your photos will be through the
website photobank allphoto and our partners listed in supply in more then 70 countries worldwide
free of any charges from you. Through professional network stock libraries reach target groups
without the need to invest in advertising and the loss of your time, which you can use for your
work.

We are intersted in
- photographs with models = people in all situations and all ages
- photos of wild animals captured in the wild and domestic animals
- travel photo stories depicting places and countries not only attractive tourist sights, but also the
atmosphere of the place
- food, drink - food without any light effects and color changes
–

Nature and landscape images depicting the visually interesting moments.

The technical requirements:
Only in the case that at the beginning of cooperation you can provide at least 200 pieces of selected
images and anticipate their regular replenishment of current work, it is sensible to approach us. In
the case of art photography can offer us even a small collection.
Previews in jpg please send to the email bellow or ask us for a ftp access.

What are the required technical paparametry
Images for the collection Rights Managed, Royalty Free and Low Budget must be taken in RAW,
the minimum size after unpacking is 26 megabytes, jpg format. Photos for the Snapmobilefoto
collection may be, as the name indicates, photographed with a Smartphone.

Contact:
allphoto s.r.o., info@allphoto.cz, office gsm: +420 111 777, www.allphoto.cz

